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Abstract 
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a finite set L(u) at each vertex UE V, the List Coloring 
problem asks whether there exists a function f: V+ UVEV L(v) such that (i) f(~)&(u) 
for each UE V and (ii) f(u) #f( ) u w h enever u, UE V and uu6E. One of our results states 
that this decision problem remains NP-complete even if all of the following conditions 
are met: (1) each set L(u) has at most three elements, (2) each “color” x E UVEV L(u) occurs in at 
most three sets L(u), (3) each vertex UE V has degree at most three, and (4) G is a planar 
graph. On the other hand, strengthening any of the assumptions (l)-(3) yields a polynomially 
solvable problem. The connection between List Coloring and Boolean Satisfiability is dis- 
cussed, too. 
1. Introduction 
In the 1970’s Vizing [17] and Erdas, Rubin and Taylor [4] introduced the following 
generalization of the chromatic number problem. Let G = ( V, E) be a graph (finite, 
loopless, undirected) with vertex set Vand edge set E, and suppose that a set Z,(v) of 
feasible colors is associated with each vertex OE I/. Does G admit a coloring 
f: V+ U,,“L(U) such that MEL for each VE V and f(u) #f(v) whenever 
uv E E? We call G (with the given collection of lists L(u)) list colorable if such a function 
f exists. 
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Let us note first that the List Coloring problem (LC, for short) includes graph 
k-colorability as a simple particular case, by putting L(u) = { 1,2, . . . , k} for all v E V. 
Hence, LC is NP-complete even if all lists have length three. For this reason, let us 
introduce the following two subproblems of LC. Throughout the paper, k and 
s denote positive integers. 
(k, s)-LC. 
Instance: A graph G = ( V, E) and a collection of lists L(u), UE V such that (1) 
1 L(v) ( < k for each u E V and (2) each color occurs in at most s lists. 
Question: Is G list colorable? 
(= k, s)-LC. 
Instance: A graph G = ( V, E) and a collection of lists L(V), v E V such that (1) 
1 L(u) 1 = k for each v E V and (2) each color occurs in at most s lists. 
Question: Is G list colorable? 
It was observed already in [17,4] that LC is solvable in polynomial time if all lists 
have size at most two. Thus, in our setting, (2, cc )-LC is polynomial while (3, co )-LC 
is NP-complete. Our first result draws a fairly sharp line between the polynomial and 
NP-complete instances: 
Theorem 1. Let k > 3 be an arbitrary jixed integer. Then 
(i) every instance of (= k, k)-LC is feasible, whilst 
(ii) (= k, k + l)-LC is NP-complete. 
The equality sign in (= k, k)-LC yields an essential restriction even in the simplest 
particular case k = 3. We express this fact in the following stronger form: 
Theorem 2. The (3, 3)-LC problem remains NP-complete even when restricted to planar 
graphs of maximum degree three. 
This result is best possible, as strengthening any of the restrictions yields a poly- 
nomially solvable problem: 
Proposition 3. The following variants of LC are polynomially solvable: 
(i) (2, co )-LC; 
(ii) ( 03, 2)-LC; 
(iii) LC restricted to graphs of maximum degree two. 
The degree assumption in Theorem 2 shows that LC is much harder than ordinary 
3-colorability. Though the latter is also NP-complete for planar graphs of maximum 
degree four [7], it becomes easily solvable for any graph (not necessarily planar) of 
maximum degree three. Indeed, by Brooks’ theorem [3], a graph of maximum degree 
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three is 3-colorable unless it has a connected component isomorphic to K4 (the 
complete graph on four vertices). 
In the sequel, we shall also discuss some connections between LC and the satisfia- 
bility problem for Boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form. Let us note that in 
the particular case of k = 3, Theorem 1 is a direct analogue to Tovey’s result [16]. For 
k large, however, the two types of problems behave differently. Although we still have 
a sharp separation theorem (for every k there is an s such that every formula with 
exactly k literals per clause and less than s occurrences per variable is satisfiable, while 
satisfiability restricted to formulas with k literals per clause and at most s occurrences 
per variable in NP-complete) [13], the value of s where this jump occurs grows 
exponentially with k. It will also follow from the way Theorem 1 (i) will be proved that 
a feasible list coloring of any instance of (= k, k)-LC can be found in polynomial time, 
while the currently available algorithmic methods are not strong enough to find 
a satisfying truth assignment for a formula with k literals per clause and each variable 
occurring in more than 2(l-‘) and less than 2k/(ck) clauses (for E > 0 small), despite all 
these formulas are satisfiable according to [13]. 
Returning to our original problem, the list colorings of planar graphs have recently 
attracted considerable attention, and almost simultaneously two challenging prob- 
lems of [4] have been solved. Namely, Thomassen [15] proved that every planar 
G = ( V, E) with 1 L(v)\ = 5 for all VE Vis list colorable, and on the other hand Voigt 
[ 181 constructed a planar G (on more than 200 vertices) with 1 L(v) ) = 4 for all v which 
does not admit a list coloring. A further interesting result due to Alon and Tarsi [1] 
states that every planar bipartite graph with all lists of size three is list colorable. Here 
we raise the following closely related question. 
Problem 4. Suppose that G = ( V, E) is a planar triangle-free graph with ) L(u)) = 3 
for all v E V. Is G list colorable? 
Lists of length four obviously suffice, because in a planar triangle-free graph every 
subgraph contains a vertex of degree at most three (as any k vertices induce at most 
2k - 4 edges) and hence a list coloring can be found by an easy induction. (This trivial 
argument yields 6-list-colorability for the case of arbitrary planar graphs.) Concerning 
lists of length three, however, even the bipartite case is quite complicated, and it is also 
far from being easy to prove that every planar triangle-free graph has chromatic 
number at most three. 
To indicate some further difficulties, let us recall the related problem of Precoloring 
Extension (PrExt) introduced in [2] and studied recently in [S, 9, 10, 12, 111. An 
instance of PrExt is a graph G = (V, E), a positive integer k and a “precoloring” 
f’:V’+ {1,2,...,k} on some I/’ c I/. The problem is to decide whether there exists 
a proper k-coloring extending f’, i.e., a function f: I/+ (1, 2, . . . . k) such that 
f(v) =f’(u) for every v E V’ and f(u) #f( ) v w h enever WEE. Obviously, PrExt is 
a particular case of LC (if each list is either { 1, 2, . . . , k} or has just one element). It is 
shown in [S] that PrExt is NP-complete when restricted to bipartite graphs (even if f’ 
is assumed to be one-to-one), and the first author has shown [12] that this holds also 
for fixed k, even in the smallest possible case k = 3. 
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2. The polynomial cases 
In this section we prove Theorem l(i) and Proposition 3. 
Proof of Theorem l(i). Suppose we are given a graph G = ( I’, E) and a collection of 
lists L(u), u E I’ such that 1 L(v) 1 = k for each u E V, and every color c E L = Uvsv L(u) 
occurs in at most k lists. Then ) (Jvsv, L(u)\ 3 ) V’J holds for every Y’ c V, and it 
follows from Hall’s marriage theorem that a system of distinct representatives 
c, E L(u), u E V exists. Such a system-which, in fact, can be found in polynomial 
time-clearly is a proper list coloring, since not only the adjacent vertices but all 
vertices receive distinct colors. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3. (i) Suppose we are given a graph G = ( I’, E) and a collection of 
lists L(u), u E V such that I L(u) I < 2 for each u E I’. Since lists of size one determine 
uniquely the coloring of the vertices they are assigned to, we may suppose that all lists 
have size exactly two, say L(u) = {c,‘, cf } for VE I’. We introduce variables x,, DE V 
and construct a 2-formula @(G) so that it is satisfiable if and only if G admits a list 
coloring. (It is well known that 2-satisfiability, i.e., satisfiability of formulas with at 
most two literals per clause, is polynomially solvable [6].) The correspondence 
between colorings f and truth assignments #J will be given by f(v) = ci iff 
4(x,) = true. For every edge e = uv E E such that L(u) n L(u) # 8, we set 
i 
(-IX, v 7x,) A (x, v x,) if c,’ = c,‘, c,2 = c,“; 
(7x, v x,) A (x, v 7x,) if c,’ = c,2, c,” = c,‘; 
De = r (1x, v 1X”) (1% ” xl?) if c1 = cl U 0, c,‘#c,‘; if c,’ = C,2, C,” #CA; 
I (x, ” 1X”) if c2 = c1 U “9 c.’ z c,‘; (A v X”) if c2 = c2 U 0, 4 zc,‘. 
The formula ae is satisfied by 4 iff the corresponding coloring f is locally good at the 
edge e. Hence Q(G) = AeeE Qe is a desired 2-formula. 
(ii) Given a graph G = ( I’, E) and a collection of lists L(u), u E V such that each 
color occurs in at most two lists, we first color the vertices whose lists have size one, 
and delete their colors from the lists of their neighbors. We repeat this procedure until 
either we arrive to a contradiction (in which case we derive that this graph is not list 
colorable), or we get an instance with all lists having size greater than or equal to two. 
We conclude that G is list colorable in the latter case. Indeed, if we reduce the lists so 
that each of them has size exactly two, we obtain an instance of (2,2)-LC which we 
know is always feasible by Theorem l(i). 
(iii) If ( L(u) I > 2 for some vertex u then G is list colorable if and only if so is G - u. 
Thus we can eliminate such vertices, reducing the problem to part (i). 0 
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3. The NP-completeness results 
In this section we first prove Theorem 2, and then apply it to deduce part (ii) of 
Theorem 1. For the former, we use a reduction from the Planar ( < 3,3)-Satisfiability 
problem, which is as follows: 
Instance: A formula @ in conjunctive normal form with a set C of clauses over a set 
X of variable such that (1) each clause involves at most three distinct variables, (2) 
every variable occurs in three clauses, once positive and twice negative, and (3) the 
graph Go = (X u C, { xc XECEC or ix~ceC}) is planar. 1 
Question: Is @ satisfiable? 
The ordinary Planar Satisfiability problem is well known to be NP-complete 
[14, 61. The NP-completeness of the variant we use can be derived easily, cf. [S]. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We show that Planar ( < 3, 3)-Satisfiability cc (3,3)-LC. Given 
a formula @ meeting the restrictions listed above, we consider G = G,. The colors will 
be x, X (x E X) and the lists will be defined by L(x) = {x, X} for x EX and 
L(c) = {XI x~c} u {x Ilxec} for CEC. Obviously, G has maximum degree three 
and each list has size at most three. Each color x (x E X) occurs in three lists, and each 
color x occurs in two lists. We claim that @ is satisfiable if and only if G is list 
colorable. 
Suppose first that f is a list coloring of G. We define a truth assignment by 
4(x) = 
i 
true if f(x) = x, 
false if f(x) = X. 
Consider a clause c. If f(c) = x for some variable x, we have 1 x E c and f(x) # x 
(fis a coloring). Hence, f(x) = X, i.e., 4(x) = false and c is satisfied by x. Similarly, 
if f(c) = X, we have XEC, 4(x) = true and c is again satisfied by x. 
On the other hand, if 4 is a satisfying truth assignment, we define 
f(x)= ; ;; $;:;I ;rs; 
i 
and for each clause c we choose a variable x, which satisfies c (in the assignment 4) 
and set 
f(c) = ; ;; ;I;; 1;;; ,“,“d” ;;;“’ 
i E c 
The coloring f defined in this way is a proper coloring of G. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1 (ii). We show that (3,3)-LC oc (= k, k + l)-LC for every fixed 
k 3 3. Given a graph G = (V, E) and a collection of lists of size at most three, such 
that each color occurs in at most three lists, we construct a graph H = ( W, F) and 
a collection of lists of size k such that each color occurs in at most k + 1 lists and G is 
list colorable if and only if so is H. We construct H by a series of local replacements, 
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keeping the processed graph an instance of (k, k + I)-LC and reducing the number 
C,,,(k - IL(u)/) by one in each step. 
Consider a vertex v with list L(v) of size less than k. Introduce k new colors 
Cl, c2, . ..> ck and k new vertices vl, v2, . . . . vk which will form together with v a com- 
plete subgraph K k+ 1. The lists for each vi will be (cl, c2, . . . . ck}, and we add the color 
ci to the list of v. All the lists of the new vertices have size k, each new color occurs in at 
most k + 1 lists and the size of the list of v has been increased by one. Moreover, each 
list coloring of the new graph has to use the color c1 for one of the vertices 
v1,v2 )...) vk, and hence cannot use it for v. 
Repeating this construction until we kill all lists of size smaller than k, we obtain the 
desired graph H (which has I VI + k C,,,(k - I L(v) I) vertices). 0 
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